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ABSTRACT: In 1973, President Nixon outlined the strategic importance of a comprehensive
national energy plan to reduce demand growth through efficiency measures and encourage
diversity by developing alternate fuel sources. After almost 40 years, the United States (U.S.)
has not been able to enact a comprehensive energy strategy and fossil fuels still comprise over 80
percent of total American energy consumption. The expansion and industrialization of
developing countries, notably China, is spurring increased demand for traditional energy sources
and driving prices higher in the global market. This trend represents a strategic concern which
must be addressed in order to ensure U.S. global leadership and to guarantee resilience against
energy price shocks that could threaten global stability. This paper develops three possible
policy options to pursue as a centerpiece to a comprehensive energy strategy. The first policy
option suggests significantly increasing our nuclear energy footprint to serve as a bridge to
energy supply diversity. The second policy option suggests reducing energy industry regulation
to take economic advantage of the recent boom in proven hydrocarbon reserves and fund
increased research and development (R&D) of alternate fuel sources to speed their adoption.
The final policy option suggests the implementation of a carbon tax to send a price signal to the
energy market which would incentivize alternate energy sources. Each of the policy options was
weighed against its expected impact on promoting economic growth, increasing diversity of
energy sources and improving resilience as a hedge against geopolitical instability. Group
consensus was built around implementing a carbon tax as the better of the three options to
increase the diversity of energy supply and enhance national security.
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Domestic:
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•
•

BHP Billiton (Houston, TX)
Congressional Research Service (Washington, DC)
Conowingo Hydroelectric Power Plant (Darlington, MD)
CONSOL Energy, Inc. Robinson Run Mine (Morgantown, WV)
Covanta Waste Incinerator Electricity Generation Plant (Dickerson, MD)
Embassy of Canada (Washington, DC)
Embassy of Mongolia (Washington, DC)
Exxon Mobil, Downstream Corporate Headquarters (Fairfax, VA)
Montgomery Resource Recovery Facility, Division of Solid Waste (Rockville, MD)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (Washington, DC)
FedEx Field Stadium (Landover, MD)
GenOn Dickerson Generating Station (Dickerson, MD)
Halliburton (Houston, TX)
Houston Fuel Oil Terminal (Houston, TX)
Shell Deer Park Refinery (Houston, TX)
Shell Exploration & Production (Houston, TX)
Texas General Land Office (Austin, TX)
Texas Railroad Commission (Austin, TX)
Three Mile Island Nuclear Generating Station (Middletown, PA)
University of Texas, Center for Electromechanics (Austin, TX)
U.S. Congress (Washington, DC)
U.S. Coast Guard Facility (Houston, TX)
U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration (Washington, DC)
U.S. Green Building Council (Washington, DC)

China:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia:
Beijing Normal University (Beijing)
China Petroleum University (Beijing)
Peking University (Beijing)
ENN Renewable Energy (Beijing)
GE Research Center (Shanghai)
Shanghai Institute for Int’l Studies (Shanghai)
SMARTGRID Expo (Shanghai)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Erdenes-Tavan Tolgoi
GE Mongolia
Liberty Partners
Ministry of Mineral Resources and Energy
Newcom Group
UNDP Energy Conservation Centre
United States Embassy
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Actions to reduce the rate of growth in energy demands will also improve our
ability to protect and improve the quality of our environment. While we must rely
on conventional forms of fuel to meet our immediate energy needs, it is clear that
the answer to our long-term needs lies in developing new forms of energy. 1
-- President Richard Nixon, 1973
INTRODUCTION
The challenge to achieve energy security through diversity has been echoed by successive
Presidents over the last 40 years, yet the United States still derives over 80 percent of its total
energy from fossil fuels. Energy policy has been haphazard during this period, marred by the
inability of stakeholders at all levels to agree on key priorities or the means necessary to achieve
them. In an increasingly global energy market, economic strategy must be anchored with strong,
coherent policy. In order to maintain global leadership, the United States needs a comprehensive
energy policy focused on creating a more diverse energy supply. Good policy will sustain future
economic growth and improve resilience against energy price shocks that threaten global
stability. This can be achieved by accelerating innovation in renewable energy technologies,
incentivizing energy efficiency and properly assessing the negative externalities associated with
the use of fossil fuels. Recent technological breakthroughs in domestic natural gas extraction
have boosted domestic energy supply and created a window of opportunity to move forward on a
comprehensive energy strategy. This paper seeks to capitalize on this opportunity by offering
three policy options to enhance energy diversity and security by 2050, and then recommends the
best option to achieve the stated objective.
Energy strategy has a critical impact on global economic growth and is essential to
sustaining industrial output and maintaining military capability. The United States cannot
maintain a position of global leadership if it continues to make energy policy through crisis
management. This ad hoc management style will not sustain continued domestic growth through
2050 due to the rapid growth of developing countries, notably China, that spur increased global
competition for traditional energy resources. Increased competition in the global energy market
magnifies the importance of energy exporters such as Iran and tends to stifle future growth as
energy prices rise to balance risk and demand. A successful energy strategy will strengthen
national security by ensuring the reliability of energy supply, minimizing shocks to energy prices
in the global market, incentivizing energy efficiency and improving energy diversity.
Methodology and Purpose
Stakeholders in the energy industry comprise the full range of political viewpoints and
working towards policy consensus requires agreement on strategic fundamentals. For the
purposes of this paper, economics guided this study team’s strategic analysis and assessment of
the energy industry. Viewing energy through an economic lens de-emphasized political
arguments and allows readers of all political views to evaluate policy options on widely accepted
merits. Though the economic lens is not perfect, it comports well with field studies conducted in
Mongolia and China where economic concerns clearly outweighed concerns regarding global
climate change and to a lesser extent, air pollution.
The study team, while representing a limited cross section of the American public, still
found achieving consensus extremely difficult. In the end, our willingness to compromise made
consensus possible and our diversity of opinion made this a better product; possibly indicating
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the way forward in a challenging political environment. Our final recommendation is a strategic
priority, not a comprehensive solution. Each of the three options presented have elements that
can complement the strategic priority and should be considered for implementation in parallel.

THE DOMESTIC ENERGY INDUSTRY
The energy industry can be defined as the entire lifecycle of producing energy and selling
into end-use markets; also referred to as upstream and downstream components. Upstream
functions include the exploration, recovery and production/generation of fuel sources (e.g.
electricity generation, crude oil extraction, etc.). Downstream refers to the products consumed at
the end-market. Elaborate transmission and distribution systems (oil/gas pipelines, electricity
grids, etc.) transport energy or fuel directly to
the consumer. The U.S. fuel market is
segmented into fossil fuels and renewables.
Fossil fuels (petroleum, natural gas and coal)
are the predominant domestic energy sources
and account for over 80 percent of total U.S.
consumption. As depicted in Figure 1,
approximately 16 percent of U.S. energy
needs are served by renewable energy
sources including nuclear, hydroelectric,
wind turbine, biomass and solar.2 Energy
Information Administration (EIA)
projections indicate a gradual increase in the
use of renewable sources in U.S. energy
consumption, particularly biofuels.
Figure 1: U.S. primary energy consumption by fuel, 1980-2035. 3

The recent technology enhancement that combined horizontal drilling with hydraulic
fracturing (fracking) has opened new fields for the extraction of oil, natural gas and natural gas
liquids. Commercial extraction of hydrocarbons trapped in low permeability rock formations
(tight resources) were not previously considered economically recoverable. Fracking has
unlocked tremendous reserves and created a game changing boom in the U.S. energy industry.
Since 2007, these breakthroughs contributed to an increase in domestic oil and natural gas
production and decreased U.S. dependence on imports. Tight oil development in combination
with the increased extraction of offshore resources in the Gulf of Mexico promise to increase
domestic production of oil from close to 5 million barrels per day (mbpd) to 6.7 mbpd by 2020;
production rates not seen since 1994.4 In addition, the extraction of crude from the oil sands in
Canada now provides a growing source of feedstock to U.S and the world markets.
The global market for energy has far reaching effects on domestic energy supply and
economic growth. The rise of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in the
1970’s demonstrated that the global market for oil can be manipulated very effectively by
producers. Supply manipulation of the energy market and instability in the Middle East were
decisive factors that drove President Nixon to outline his strategy for the development of
alternate sources of energy. A global market for energy means that even as the U.S. approaches
energy independence, prices are still subject to global shocks that occur regularly in the energy
industry due to high instability in numerous energy producing countries. Federal oversight of
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only the domestic energy industry does not suffice to guarantee stability; national security
depends on an energy strategy that accounts for the global market.
Patterns of fuel use vary significantly by sector. The predominant energy segments are
transportation, residential and commercial buildings, industrial applications and electricity
generation. For example, oil provides 94 percent of the energy used for transportation, but only
1 percent of the energy for generating electricity.5 Industrial applications and transportation
consume the vast majority of energy. Government policies intended to modify energy usage will
need to focus on alternatives that provide clean, reliable energy to service these sectors.
The U.S. energy industry is governed by federal, state and local laws and regulations.
The policy recommendations contained within this paper focus primarily on federal laws and
regulations with the objective of diversifying the sources of energy and ensuring energy security.
CURRENT ENERGY SITUATION
Numerous factors, such as the advent of hydraulic fracturing, have created a window of
opportunity for the domestic energy industry and federal policy makers. Energy exports are
growing while imports from less stable parts of the world are shrinking.6 In 2011, and for the
first time in 62 years, the U.S. was a net exporter of petroleum products.7 At the same time, per
capita energy consumption in the U.S. is approximately three times the world average8 and the
U.S. only holds 1.4 percent9 of the world’s proven oil reserves while consuming approximately
19 percent annually.10 While imports still play an enormous role in the economy, domestic
energy production is significantly increasing. A balance must be struck between access to
resources, cost, and preservation of the environment. A brief overview of the current resource
and regulatory situation follows to provide a baseline for analysis.
According to the EIA, the following conclusions describe the resources and demand for
energy in the U.S. to 2035:11
•
•
•
•

Projected growth of energy use slows and energy efficiency increases12
Domestic crude oil production increases
Net petroleum imports make up a smaller share of total liquids consumption13
Natural gas production increases throughout the projection period.14

Legal and Regulatory Incentives
The federal government has incentivized energy production through tax preferences since
1916 but, until 2005, these incentives focused primarily on stimulating domestic production of
oil and natural gas.15 This focus began to change in 2005 when incentives became increasingly
geared toward efficiency and the increased use of renewables. The Energy Policy Act of 2005
increased the focus on energy efficiency and the use of alternative vehicles.16 The American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 expanded preferences for efficiency, renewable energy
and alternative fuel vehicles.17 By 2011, 78 percent of the budgetary cost of federal energy
related tax provisions promoted energy efficiency and renewables.18 In contrast to incentives for
fossil fuel and nuclear energy, federal incentives for renewables have been temporary in nature resulting in boom and bust investment cycles in the renewable energy sector.19 In order to
encourage the market to embrace supply diversity initiatives, consistent and substantial
incentives must be enacted by the federal government.
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The Nexus of Energy, the Environment and the Economy
Concerns over the environmental impacts of energy production and the security
implications of global energy supplies have grown significantly since the 1970s. The increase in
sustainable energy is viewed as an important component of national security, but there is little
consensus on how to address the negative externalities of energy production and consumption.
International efforts – notably the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
and the Kyoto Protocol have suffered from lack of political consensus – even among signatories
(including the U.S.). Domestically, the federal government has been slow to act. However, the
Supreme Court ruled in 2007 that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has the authority
to regulate CO 2 and other greenhouse gases (GHG), finding that they fit within the Clean Air
Act’s broad definition of air pollutants.20 Subsequently, the EPA issued a standard for carbon
emissions from power plants larger than 25 megawatts (MW).21 Experts expect that most, if not
all, natural gas fired plants will be able to meet this standard; however, new coal plants would
need to reduce emissions to meet the target (ostensibly through the use of carbon capture and
storage).22 The new EPA standards make investment in new coal plants cost prohibitive.
Game Changer for U.S. Energy: Hydraulic Fracturing and Horizontal Drilling
Technological Advances and Capacity
As a result of an innovative combination of older technologies, natural gas that resides
within shale deposits is now economically recoverable. Proven reserves are expected to
approach 750 trillion cubic feet in the lower 48 states.23 Greatly increased production has
lowered domestic prices and natural gas is expected to dominate new electricity generation
capacity as it is cheaper than coal fired generation and renewables such as wind and solar.
Approximately 225,000 wells have been drilled since 1989, bringing the number of wells to
487,627 in 2010.24 Additionally, the industry supported more than 600,000 jobs in 2010 and is
expected to grow another 170,000 jobs by 2015, possibly reaching 1.3 million jobs by 2035.25
Shale oil plays are estimated at 24B barrels which will boost U.S. production
significantly over the coming decades.26 According to a report by the National Petroleum
Council, tight oil resources are greater than previously thought and production may grow to
between 2M and 3M barrels per day.27 The Bakken oil field contains about 3.6B barrels of
recoverable oil making it the largest U.S. field since Prudhoe Bay in Alaska. Production since
2005 has increased dramatically from 3,000 barrels per day to about 400,000 barrels per day.28
Environmental Tradeoffs and Considerations for the Expansion of Fracking Efforts
In addition to the economic benefits and a decrease in dependence on imports, many
tradeoffs accompany modern shale extraction. Reported environmental and health issues have
increased in proportion to the number of operational wells. Current issues include:
•
•
•
•

Community safety due to increased seismic activity
Impacts to the environment due to infrastructure footprint
Consumption and contamination of fresh water supply
Increased GHG emissions from extraction, transportation, and processing.29

Within the past five years, these issues have gained the attention of both state and federal
governments. Although complaints from private citizens are on the rise, scientific data to
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substantiate (or debunk) these complaints have been slow to materialize. The EPA has recently
stepped in to provide oversight and research universities are beginning to find linkages to social
impacts. For example, researchers at Columbia University concluded that a series of earthquakes
occurring in Ohio in 2011 were caused by injection wells for fracking wastewater.30
Water issues have been the most frequent topic of debate and drive a significant portion
of research. Approximately 2 to 4 million gallons of water per well are mixed with sand and
chemicals then pumped into the well system during the fracturing process.31 The volume of
water required causes concern over the depletion of water resources, while chemical additives
have caused concern over the contamination of ground water and the surrounding environment.
Ground water contamination is a risk due to several factors. Seepage or spillage can
occur through poor bore casing construction, natural geological or manmade features via
migration of gases, and poor storage methods. Anecdotal and scientific evidence of ground
water contamination has been seen in Wyoming and Pennsylvania spurring the EPA to evaluate
the situation and supply fresh water to affected residents in Pennsylvania.32
Current U.S. Policy Regarding Modern Oil and Gas Extraction
The variety of state and federal laws and regulations which apply to conventional oil and
gas activities also apply to shale development. Federal regulation with regard to fracking is
administered primarily through the EPA; however the Bureau of Land Management and
Department of Agriculture are involved if development occurs on federal lands. Most federal
laws grant “primacy” to the States to implement programs with limited federal oversight,
allowing States to develop their own regulations.33
About 22M acres, or 57 percent, of currently leased federal lands have not been explored
or developed. Additional federal incentives have recently been provided, such as shorter land
lease terms, to encourage and incentivize more efficient oil and gas development.34
As a result of the opportunities and challenges arising from rapid shale resource
development, both federal and state policies are challenged to keep pace with development.
Recently, the President responded to growing safety and health concerns by ordering the
Department of Energy (DOE) to generate a report on the safety of shale gas production. The
report stated, “if action is not taken to reduce the environmental impact accompanying the very
considerable expansion of shale gas production expected across the country – perhaps as many as
100,000 wells over the next several decades – there is a real risk of serious environmental
consequences causing a loss of public confidence that could delay or stop this activity.”35
Litigation is on the rise in Arkansas, Colorado, Louisiana, New York, and Pennsylvania
regarding damage to property and health. Many states are now limiting drilling through
legislation and regulation.36 According to David Burnett, an associate research scientist with
Texas A&M's Global Petroleum Research Institute, "Sometimes environmental considerations
aren't the same as the public considerations, and many times the economic considerations don't
fit. There could be better management practices used. We have to find a balance."37
SECURITY CHALLENGES FOR THE ENERGY INDUSTRY
While the U.S. energy landscape is experiencing a renaissance, the industry faces several
domestic and worldwide challenges. The internet and communication technology have enabled
the global market to immediately determine global energy prices based on real-time supply,
demand and risk data. While pricing real time supply and demand data is beneficial to the
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energy market, immediate pricing of perceived risks leads to some unnecessary price shocks as
global leaders have insufficient time to effectively intervene. Global energy prices will also be
increasingly affected by changing demographics and economic conditions around the globe;
particularly within less developed countries. Increasing populations, growing economies and an
emerging middle class in countries such as Brazil, China, India and several African Union
territories have increased energy demands on a global scale. Demographic studies project further
expanding populations and redistribution of wealth to the emerging middle class in these
countries through 2050, thus increasing demand for energy in these economies.
Much political discourse centers on energy independence versus energy security. The
terms are often used interchangeably, yet there is a distinct difference. Energy security is
defined as having assured access to sufficient, affordable and stable energy supplies, while
energy independence means energy needs are fulfilled exclusively by domestic sources. Daniel
Yergin states, "Energy independence is a very appealing term, but it sets an impossible goal for
the foreseeable future. What we need to do is diversify our energy sources just as investors
diversify their portfolios to make them safer."38 Yergin’s approach is practical as economic
benefits accrue from trade with stable partners, while pursuing energy independence has the
potential to cause unnecessary economic and environmental harm.
According to the EIA, the U.S. is still dependent on foreign crude oil producers for
approximately 49 percent of domestic needs.39 While the foreign crude oil imports peaked in
2005, the U.S. will likely depend upon foreign sources of crude oil for the foreseeable future.
Additionally, the vast majority of global oil shipping traverses seven critical chokepoints (the top
four are the Straits of Hormuz, Malacca, Bab-el-Mandeb and the Suez Canal); most of which are
in the Middle East and Asia where political tensions and potential armed conflict can cripple
commercial shipping and distort global prices.40 While the U.S. is not immune to global price
shocks, the majority of U.S. oil imports do come from our neighbors; Canada and Mexico. The
U.S. must improve energy diversity to increase resilience to global market irregularities and
sustain a healthy national economy with consistent economic growth.
The energy industry relies on robust infrastructure to generate, distribute and trade
energy. Maintaining, expanding and protecting this infrastructure is extremely capital intensive.
Adding to this challenge, much of U.S. energy infrastructure is owned and operated by the
private sector and, as in the case with electrical transmission, the infrastructure is aging and
suffering from underinvestment. For example, the average age of a power transformer is 40
years, which is also the average lifespan of the equipment.41 Since transformers have a long
expected useful life, they are long lead items that are usually only manufactured when ordered.
Of fairly recent concern within political and business circles is the threat of cyber crime
and terrorism. Networks of computers and sensors control the energy infrastructure components
including the electrical generation facilities, oil and gas production facilities, transmission and
distribution networks and pipelines. As the sophistication of automation increases, the threat of
cyber attacks from adversaries and criminal elements has increased significantly. Adversaries
have been probing U.S. critical infrastructure for potential vulnerabilities that can be exploited at
will. In particular, according to U.S. intelligence officials, both Chinese and Russian
organizations have been attempting to map critical U.S. infrastructure, such as the electrical grid
and pipelines.42 In fact, national security officials believe that “Cyberspies have penetrated the
U.S. electrical grid and planted software programs that could be used to disrupt the system.”43
U.S. energy infrastructure is vulnerable to potential terrorist attacks on multiple fronts. In
recent years, electricity generation and oil and gas production firms have financed significant
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investments in physical security, particularly at nuclear power plants. A major concern for the
nuclear industry is the security of spent fuel rods. This radioactive material is generally stored
onsite and it is a significant challenge to secure spent nuclear fuel (SNF) against theft by terrorist
organizations without a centralized interim or long term storage facility.
Another low probability but highly consequential threat to the electric grid is from an
electromagnetic pulse (EMP). An EMP can be generated from major solar storms, as seen in
Quebec in 1989, or from an aerial nuclear blast, as first noted with the Starfish nuclear
detonation in 1962.44
ENERGY OUTLOOK
Globalization created a level of economic interdependence not envisioned 50 years ago.
The energy outlook for 2050 will contain developments unforeseen by today’s policy makers.
We do know that rapid economic development and population growth will have a tremendous
impact on the global energy future. Rising demand for energy will strain the earth’s finite supply
of fossil fuel resources. According to the EIA, global energy consumption will grow 53 percent
from 2008 to 2035 with the majority of consumption, 83 percent, occurring in non-Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries.45 China alone will account for
more than 30 percent of the projected demand growth and will soon supplant the United States as
the largest consumer of the world’s energy resources.46
These trends indicate a global environment where fierce competition for energy resources
will dominate geopolitical calculations and challenge national security interests if the U.S.
cannot maintain a global leadership position. According to the International Energy Agency, an
enormous investment of $38T in global energy supply infrastructure is required from 2011 to
2035 to keep pace with the increasing global energy demand.47 U.S. leadership on energy
diversity innovations is necessary not only to enhance national security, but also to improve
global stability. For example, the surest way to ensure the continued peaceful rise of China is to
ensure its access to adequate energy sources to fuel continued economic development. Field
studies in China and Mongolia reinforce this conclusion as both national economies factor coal
resources much more heavily in their economic planning than in the United States.
Increased use of fossil fuel energy in the coming decades will negatively impact global
climate change efforts due to increased carbon emissions. Global emissions of carbon dioxide
are continuing to rise,48 with China and the U.S. leading the world as the two largest emitters.49
Carbon dioxide and other GHG are at the center of the debate on anthropogenic climate change
and are deemed responsible for shrinking polar ice caps, rising sea levels and damage to the
ecological system. Anthropogenic climate change is yet another politically divisive issue in the
U.S., but with over 80 percent of domestic energy consumption coming from fossil fuels,
achieving a greater degree of energy diversity will enhance efforts to control climate change
while at the same time improving national security – a true win/win policy.
Significant investments in energy research and development can pay tremendous
dividends towards the development of alternate energy sources and should be sponsored by both
the public and private sectors in order to be most effective. The 2009 American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act appropriated $97B and mobilized roughly $100B more in private capital to
invigorate energy related research and development.50 In 2010, the federal government
established energy innovation hubs that accelerate the path from laboratory innovation to
technological development and strengthen American competitiveness, economic growth and
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energy security.51 However, these programs fall short of efforts by other competitors around the
world. In 2010, China’s state investment in renewable energy R&D was nearly $49B (more than
a third of combined global investment) while U.S. federal investment was approximately $35B.52
A key step in closing the gap in R&D investment was the establishment of the Advanced
Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E). Modeled after the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA), ARPA-E is intended to advance energy research and innovation. In
fiscal year 2013, ARPA-E requested a 27 percent increase in funding for a total budget of $350M
to advance projects leading to transformational energy technologies.53 ARPA-E is currently
managing 121 advanced science research projects to include electric power technology, batteries
for electrical energy storage, efficiency through innovative thermo devices, electro fuels and
innovative materials and processes for carbon capture technologies.

Figure 2: Total U.S. consumption of renewable energy for the period 1949-2010.54

Figure 2 reflects the boost in total U.S. consumption of renewables, especially during the
last decade which is indicative of growing government and consumer demand for alternative
energy sources. However, the federal government’s investment in advancing renewable energy
falls short compared to international counterparts. Once again, China is expected to spend
$473.1B on renewable energy alone over the next five years.55 For the United States to take and
maintain the lead position as a renewable energy innovator, further financial investment in
programs such as ARPA-E will be needed.
THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT
The federal government must take a leading role in an issue as vital to national security as
energy policy. Heated debates between many factions - political affiliation, public vs. private
investment, economic vs. environmental - have caused a failure to reach a governing consensus
and implement a comprehensive energy policy for over four decades. With a look toward 2050
and a goal of attaining energy diversity despite tough fiscal constraints and instability in oil-rich
countries, the U.S. must commit to collaborating across factions, working collectively as a nation
to achieve global leadership in the energy sector, marshal resources wisely, inform policy
decisions and create a viable and sustainable future.
The political climate continues to pose difficulties in developing a comprehensive energy
strategy. Over the course of the next several decades, the U.S. must make a concerted effort to
learn from the mistakes of the past, adopt a policy that is an acceptable political compromise and
take a fundamental step to securing the future of energy in the U.S. In addition to this critical
responsibility, the federal government is responsible for several roles regarding the regulation of
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the national energy industry. First and foremost, the government must serve as a catalyst to drive
innovation and R&D into new technologies. Private industry has indicated that the capital
investments required for new technology exceed the capabilities of individual companies and the
government should augment R&D efforts to continue a rich history of spurring innovation.56
The key to this effort is to not be prescriptive, but to provide broad guidance and investment
guarantees. This will require funding R&D efforts across the entire energy industry to encourage
diversity and allow markets to operate.57
Globally, the federal government must ensure the U.S. continues to lead rather than fall
behind on energy innovation. With other countries already taking the initiative to implement
carbon taxes and other incentives, the U.S. must re-prioritize taking a leading role in energy as
part of its budgetary obligations and allocations – in the interest of energy security. The
government should collaborate with other nations to create a sustainable energy future by
incentivizing change, improving efficiency and creating a diverse, secure and stable energy
landscape. Many states are leading diversity efforts with renewable portfolio and efficiency
standards and the federal government should incentivize best practices and initiatives.
Lastly, it is critical that the federal government become the lead communicator and
educator with regard to the energy industry. Government entities, particularly the DOE, as part
of a close partnership with industry, must make an effort to better inform the public to mitigate
concerns and provide increased understanding. The EIA is a non-partisan entity that provides
factual information regarding the status of the energy industry, but an effort must be made to
inform the general public, particularly at a time when many industry professionals are touting
technologies that are changing the face of the industry, yet raise concerns over environmental
safety (i.e., fracking).58
POLICY OPTION #1 – NUCLEAR POWER AS A BRIDGE TO ENERGY DIVERSITY59
“…the United States pledges before you, and therefore before the world, its
determination to help solve the atomic dilemma – to devote its entire heart and
mind to finding a way by which the miraculous inventiveness of man shall not be
dedicated to his death, but consecrated to his life.”60
-- President Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1953
Since the time of President Eisenhower’s address to the United Nations General
Assembly, nuclear power has been harnessed for the benefit of the world to produce a significant
fraction of the energy - primarily electricity - that the U.S. and world utilizes. As of August
2011, 104 licensed nuclear reactors located at 65 sites in 31 states generated nearly 20 percent of
the electricity consumed in the United States.61 Nuclear power is a proven source of reliable
energy but still must be carefully analyzed to determine how it can contribute most effectively to
the U.S. energy future. To abandon this critical energy source would leave a large gap in U.S.
electricity generation capacity, whereas an expansion of its usage will improve energy supply
and security.
Nuclear power has a negligible carbon footprint compared to fossil fuels such as coal and
natural gas that are used for baseload electrical power generation. An interdisciplinary MIT
study titled “The Future of Nuclear Power” concludes: “… [T]he nuclear option should be
retained, precisely because it is an important carbon-free source of power that can potentially
make a significant contribution to future electric supply.”62
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The very low carbon footprint has become even more salient in recent years as scientists
continue to unravel the impact of GHG on earth’s global climate. Should that link continue to
grow stronger and achieve consensus, nuclear power can provide one bridge to a future where
clean, renewable energy sources can reliably meet the energy needs of the world. Whether
combating global warming through lower GHG emissions in the near-term or buying time to find
new energy resources for the long-run, nuclear power has a continued role to play in supplying
the United States and the world with energy, and policies should be put in place to maximize the
benefit from this critical energy source.
Spent Nuclear Fuel
One issue with nuclear power is spent nuclear fuel (SNF). The requirement to properly
dispose of SNF has been a topic of concern for some time. “Reactors across the country have
accumulated 72,000 tons of spent fuel. Some utilities have packed four times as many spent fuel
rods into temporary holding pools than the structures were designed to contain.”63 To quantify
the volume this represents, the 72,000 tons of spent fuel would, “roughly speaking…cover one
football field to a depth of approximately 20 feet.”64
One possible solution is to utilize a centralized interim storage facility until a long-term
permanent storage solution can be agreed upon, sited, built and made operational. The Blue
Ribbon Commission (BRC) on America’s Nuclear Future performed a study to look at options
for SNF storage. In this study, the BRC looked at the eight previous studies since 1985, with
five of the eight being done since 2008.65 Collectively, experts state:
The construction of a facility and movement of [spent nuclear] fuel will not only
be a positive step forward in the management of the problem, but there will be a
great deal of learning about how to meet the challenges of managing spent fuel at
a national level. Optimistically, those lessons may uncover different options and
processes that will be beneficial in this process. But even the pessimist will
recognize that if this turns out to be more difficult than expected and greater
problems are encountered, it is better that these challenges be known.66
The technical benefits of a centralized interim storage plan are clear. The plan also
provides many benefits in terms of costs. SNF can be removed from current and retired sites to
eliminate government payments for not meeting the timeline for permanent storage, and by
removing it from retired sites, costs for security to protect the SNF at retired locations can be
saved. In addition, once SNF is removed, retired sites can then undergo final decommissioning.
Technological Innovations
New nuclear reactors are being considered in the U.S. and technology developed over the
past 40 years can be brought into active use. These technology developments will further
improve the safety margin and economics of nuclear reactors. The new generation designs,
commonly referred to as GEN III+, incorporate design features that utilize natural forces such as
gravity that “require no electricity or human action”67 to ensure proper cooling of the fuel
assembly in the event of an emergency that cuts power to the reactor.
In addition, reactors in the U.S. use a “once-through” fuel cycle. One option to extend
the nuclear fuel supply would be to take the SNF and reprocess it to remove the remaining
fissionable material. This fuel cycle technology is used in Europe and has the economic
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advantage of utilizing a higher fraction of the uranium in the fuel rods which reduces overall
uranium usage and SNF issues.
Black Swan Events
An additional aspect that must be considered with nuclear power is the consequence of a
serious failure due to a highly unlikely event, sometimes referred to as a Black Swan event.68
The question becomes, “How much risk can be accepted, and is the risk truly understood?”
Michael Corradini, a member of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) advisory committee
on reactor safeguards was quoted by Adam Piore saying, “The question is what are you willing
to design for – and does society understand that and accept that factor of safety?”69 Risk is
inherent with nuclear technology. The MIT report stated, “We do not believe there is a nuclear
plant design that is totally risk free…Safe operation requires effective regulation, a management
committed to safety, and a skilled workforce.”70 Thus, smart, thorough government oversight
and regulation must continue to evolve and drive the industry to the lowest possible risk.
Policy Option
The SNF issue can be solved, new technology can make nuclear power safer and more
cost competitive, spent fuel can be reprocessed to extend the fuel supply and lessons learned
coupled with stringent siting requirements can minimize the possibility of a Black Swan Event.
Thus, with a concerted effort, nuclear power can be expanded to provide a larger fraction of U.S.
electricity generation. However, in order to make a substantial change, government will need to
get actively engaged and modify the current policy on nuclear energy. The first order of
business is to establish an interim centralized waste storage facility while the country finalizes a
plan for long-term, permanent disposal. At the other end of the fuel cycle, the U.S. must also
consider the option to move from a once through fuel cycle to a fuel cycle that allows remaining
fissionable material to be recycled in an effort to extend available uranium resources.
The second step is to mandate an increase in the utilization of nuclear power. A mandate
increasing U.S. nuclear-powered electricity generation from a current level of 20 percent to 40
percent over 15 years will ensure the U.S. is on a path to replace a significant fraction of fossil
fuel consumption. With current natural gas and coal prices relatively inexpensive compared to
renewable energy sources; it will be extremely difficult to sustain progress on energy supply
diversity through renewable energy sources without a mandate.
To maintain the current level of nuclear power, while planning and beginning to execute
the proposed expansion mandate, the NRC must continue to prudently support the extension of
current operating licenses from 40 years to 60 years. In addition, studies need to be completed
so plants that are in good condition and well-maintained can seek extensions out to 80 years.
The capital investment of nuclear power plants becomes more attractive with longer utilization
timeframes that allow longer revenue streams and additional time to amortize the investment.
To help with the development of new nuclear reactors, the government must expand its
loan guarantee program. The U.S. must also work to streamline the siting and licensing process
to minimize delays in building new nuclear plants. The NRC should also mandate the utilization
of current sites for new reactors. The government must also be willing to increase the size and
capabilities of the NRC to ensure the safe operation of the nuclear fleet in the United States. The
stringent management of the industry will be necessary to minimize the possibility of a nuclear
accident; however, it must be clear that no matter what actions are taken there will always be the
remote possibility of an incident.
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Finally, the U.S. must lead the world and establish first-class standardization for the
oversight and operation of nuclear power plants. It is only through the completion of these tasks
that the U.S. can confidently expand the use of nuclear power as a clean energy source and
provide time to work on alternative sources of energy and make them available on a large scale.
Conclusion
Nuclear power must play a more prominent role in the electricity generation portfolio of
the United States. The nuclear waste issue can be solved; new technology can make nuclear
energy safer and more efficient, while robust regulation can keep it safe and reliable. The use of
nuclear energy can provide a reliable, carbon-free source of energy to mitigate climate effects
while decreasing the use of fossil fuels and allowing more time for the U.S. to gracefully
transition from a fossil fuel economy to an economy driven by energy from clean, renewable
sources of energy such as wind and solar which continue to be developed.
POLICY OPTION #2 – ECONOMY FIRST71
“The stone age didn’t end because we ran out of stones.”
-- Former Saudi oil minister Sheik Ahmed Zaki Yamani
This policy option rests on two relatively simple premises. First, the world is on a
technological path leading to a green energy future: not because it is green, but because it is
better. Consumers will adopt new energy sources when those sources are better and cheaper
than what they replace. It just so happens that better and cheaper energy will also be greener
energy. Second, the security of the U.S. must be at the forefront when considering energy
policy. Admiral Mullen, former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, stated that debt is “the
single, biggest threat to our national security.”72 Policies that increase debt are detrimental to
national security. At the same time, policies that continue our reliance on foreign oil, or increase
susceptibility to global price shocks also decrease national security. This option tackles debt and
security simultaneously.
During WWII, the U.S. faced the strategic problem of having two large enemies on
opposite sides of the world. Unable to address both simultaneously, the U.S. prioritized. Japan’s
attack was the impetus for U.S. entry into WWII, but the government chose a “Europe First”
strategy; engaging and defeating Nazi Germany first while simultaneously preparing for the
more difficult Imperial Japan. Roosevelt recognized that a gut reaction to the attack on Pearl
Harbor was poor strategy and would have overextended U.S. forces and led to possible defeat.
The U.S. faces a similar situation today with two significant problems. The first is the
economy. Not since the Great Depression has a recession cut so deep and a recovery been so
tepid.73 Federal spending as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) is at record levels,
outpacing historical revenues by 7 percent74 and the national debt now exceeds 100 percent of
national GDP for the first time since WWII.75 Aggravating these figures, the Congressional
Budget Office reports that mandatory spending on social programs is consuming an everincreasing portion of the budget.76 Structural debt, increased spending and a faltering economy
are significant contributors to Admiral Mullen’s concern. The second problem relates to the
negative externalities of carbon-based fossil fuels such as acidification of the oceans or their
possible contribution to climate change. Based primarily on climate change, there is enormous
domestic and international pressure to curtail CO 2 emissions. Unfortunately, lowering CO 2
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emissions with today’s technology will exacerbate problem number one, the economy, by raising
energy prices and throttling one of the most productive sectors in U.S. industry.77 Therefore, the
U.S. must again prioritize and embark on an “Economy First” strategy. A window of
opportunity has recently opened to use energy policy to turn around a struggling economy while
simultaneously preparing to defeat enemy number two, carbon emissions.
Every President since Nixon has sought to achieve energy independence by reducing our
reliance on foreign oil. Advances in deep water drilling and hydraulic fracturing technology
have changed the domestic energy landscape. The U.S. now sits on enormous quantities of
recoverable oil and natural gas, leading President Obama to call the U.S. the “Saudi Arabia of
natural gas.”78 Local economies are booming where hydraulic fracturing is utilized to extract oil
and natural gas. Pennsylvania saw tax revenue from shale gas production increase from $175M
in 2006 to $419M in 2011.79 North Dakota has the lowest unemployment in the country, due to
development of the Bakken Shale field.80 In 2009, the federal government collected almost $6B
in royalties from companies drilling offshore in the Gulf of Mexico and $3B for terrestrial
drilling on federal lands. In the Gulf region alone, oil production supports 170,000 jobs; 50,000
more jobs than were created federally in the month of March 2012.81 Increasing permits for
offshore and onshore production would be a huge boon to the economy and increase the diversity
of supply to the energy industry. While the energy sector may not solve all U.S. economic
problems, it would certainly provide a strong boost to the recovery. As the economy recovers,
the government will be better able to invest in green energy infrastructure and R&D.
To better leverage this boom, the government must clear the way for industry to
responsibly increase their revenue potential. Specifically:
1) Dramatically increase permitting for deep and shallow water drilling. Permitting is at a
historical low in federal waters, with the time required to receive a permit increasing and the
number of permits approved decreasing almost 70 percent from the historical average.82
2) Fast track the Keystone XL Pipeline. President Obama has threatened to veto XL83, but with
85,000 miles of crude oil pipelines in the U.S.84, this is environmentally the safest way to
transport oil. Regardless of jobs created (5,000 to 100,00085), Keystone would transport
more than half as much oil each year from Canada than currently imported from Saudi
Arabia86 dramatically improving diversity and security of supply.
3) Increase natural gas and oil development on federal lands. According to the EIA, fossil fuel
production on federal lands is at a nine year low and natural gas production is down 10
percent from 2010 and 60 percent from 2003.87 During the same period, natural gas
extraction on private lands has increased by a factor of five.88 This includes opening areas
such as Arctic National Wildlife Reserve. Drilling would occur on less than .01 percent of
the reserve and is supported by a large segment of the general U.S. population, in addition to
overwhelming support from Alaskans and Inuit tribes.89 Conservative estimates place the
reserves at 10.4 billion barrels,90 which equates to three years of petroleum imports.
4) Fast track permitting for coal and natural gas export facilities. Asia’s demand for coal and
natural gas is enormous, yet the U.S. does not have a single coal export facility on the west
coast and only one liquid natural gas (LNG) export terminal, in Alaska.91 The supply of
natural gas in the U.S. is so large that at less than $2 per thousand cubic ft, it is becoming
unprofitable to produce it. Natural gas sells in Asia for nearly $1 per million BTU.92
5) Mandate a flex-fuel standard for all U.S. automobiles. For less than $150 in production cost
per vehicle, a fuel mixture sensor, a fuel injection micro-chip and corrosion resistant fuel
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lines can be added to allow a car to run on gasoline, ethanol, methanol, butanol or any
mixture thereof.93 Within 10 years there would be enough flex fuel vehicles on the road to
make it profitable for energy producers to provide these alternative fuels. As of the writing
of this paper the national average gasoline cost was about $4.00 per gallon. Methanol costs
about $1.13 per gallon to produce and can be made from readily available feedstock such as
coal, natural gas and organic waste.94 Methanol has about half the energy per gallon so a
consumer would burn roughly twice as much per mile.95 If sold at $1.50 per gallon, it would
still be smart choice for most consumers as it would be $1.00 less per equivalent gallon of
gas. A similar story may exist in the near future if a technological breakthrough allows
ethanol and/or butanol to be produced from cellulose based feedstock. If this breakthrough
does occur, and there are insufficient vehicles on the road to take advantage of it, then there
will be little incentive for industry to scale up production.
6) The federal government should incentivize the production of LNG fueling stations along the
Interstate Highway System. In the 2012 State of the Union address, the President touted a
heavy trucking fleet powered by natural gas.96 The price of natural gas is currently so low
that no trucking company would use diesel if their trucks could run on LNG, but a fleet of
LNG powered trucks will never come to be if the infrastructure does not exist to fuel them.
7) Legislate a liquid fuels comparison standard by energy content. As the U.S. increases its
energy security by diversifying liquid fuels, consumers need to understand exactly what it is
that they are purchasing. Different liquid fuels have different energy contents. When a
consumer buys gasoline they are not really purchasing a gallon of gas. They are buying
energy, and specifically they are buying distance; how far that gallon of gasoline moves their
car. A gallon of methanol would propel the same car half the distance. So if methanol were
priced at $2.50 per gallon, it would look cheaper than gasoline at $4.00 per gallon, when in
reality it is more expensive per mile. The comparison mandate would require retailers to
price fuels in dollars per gallon of gasoline equivalent (GGE). In the above example, the
billboard at the gas station would show methanol priced at $5.00 GGE. The energy
comparison then becomes simple for the consumer.
These steps are only a small sampling of possible governmental efforts to increase
exports (refined fuel from Canadian crude, coal, natural gas), increase GDP, add jobs, diversify
energy supply, mitigate the impact of price shocks in the global energy markets and move
consumers toward cleaner forms of energy without harming their bottom line. A revived
economy will strengthen national security and also allow the U.S. to take on problem number
two, CO 2 emissions. In the near term, a portion of the increase in revenue due to the energy
boom must be devoted to R&D of renewable, low/zero emission energy technologies. There are
many promising technologies currently in development on this front such as high efficiency solar
panels, carbon capture and sequestration (CCS), bio fuels and battery storage. At present, these
technologies are not economically competitive with other sources of energy and the U.S.
economy does not have spare resources to invest. An infusion of cash into R&D, with the goal
of making these green technologies economically viable, is an indispensable part of this strategy.
If a person can build a house with a similarly priced solar panel roof that looks no different than
a regular tar-tiled roof, why would they continue to buy electricity produced by a local coal-fired
plant? They wouldn’t. No government mandate needed. Similarly, if a comparably priced
electric car can travel 300+ miles on a charge, has unlimited range with an on-board standby gas
generator (plug-in hybrid) or in road wireless charging,97 and is vastly cheaper to operate… that
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vehicle would take over the market without any help from tax incentives or HOV privileges.
Once green is better it will take over on its own. R&D must focus on making renewables
economical, not on incentives and subsidies that artificially make alternatives competitive.
Policy Option
The U.S. government should immediately eliminate uncertainty within the energy
industry by taking the concept of carbon pricing in the near future, through either a carbon tax or
carbon trading, off the table.
In a complimentary action, the government should move to ease unnecessary regulations
and restrictions on U.S. energy production and unleash U.S. energy on the world market. As
President Obama said, the U.S. is the Saudi Arabia of natural gas. It is also the Saudi Arabia of
coal, with almost as much in coal reserves as the next two countries combined - Russia and
China. The U.S. has myriad untapped hydrocarbon resources and the government must address
realistic environmental concerns while unleashing the full energy potential.
Unobtrusive mandates that encourage diversity in the transportation sector should be
quickly implemented, including a flex fuel mandate, liquid fuels comparison standard, and
LNG/CNG infrastructure investment.
A portion of the increased revenues from expanded hydrocarbon resource leases and
revenues resulting from a growing economy must be diverted to the pursuit of alternate energy
sources and reducing the negative externalities of carbon based fuels. The most effective method
would be to fence a certain amount of the budget toward energy R&D and appoint DOE as the
steward of these funds.
Finally, after allowing the economy to recover and technologies to mature, this policy
option recognizes the requirement for future carbon pricing. In the next 10-15 years, the U.S.
should establish a program to price carbon, starting slowly and increasing over time. Any carbon
pricing program in the near term is unrealistic, both economically and politically.
This policy option will strengthen national security by unlocking a reliable supply of
energy from North American sources and decreasing the impact of debt on national security.
Additionally, by enhancing R&D efforts for alternate energy sources, the U.S. can lead global
renewable energy innovation efforts and speed the attainment of a more diverse energy supply.
Conclusion
This option poses a paradoxical danger to the United States if successful in growing and
stabilizing the U.S. economy. Recall ADM Mullen’s concern that debt is the biggest threat to
national security. This option does not solve the underlying causes of the growing debt,
entitlements. If adopted without simultaneously tackling the growing entitlement problem, this
option will lead to politicians kicking the can further down the road, where the economic cliff is
steeper and more treacherous. The time is quickly approaching when technology will allow
clean and renewable energy sources to become economically advantageous and make U.S.
reserves of fossil hydrocarbons worthless. The U.S. should take advantage of its vast energy
potential while the window of opportunity is open and use the increased revenue to bolster
national security.
POLICY OPTION #3 – PRICE CARBON98
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“For society’s sake we need to fund energy research much more aggressively. We also need a
carbon tax. We need policy that drives innovation and conservation.” 99 -- Bill Gates
To secure U.S. economic and national security goals, the U.S. must work to make clean
energy affordable in real, unsubsidized terms.100 It has long been evident that the burning of
fossil fuels such as coal, oil and natural gas has serious health, safety and security consequences,
aside from the risks posed for climate change and global warming.101 Despite this, many of the
costs or damages resulting from the production and use of these fuels are not currently
internalized in their market prices, producing negative externalities.102 These negative
externalities include air pollution emitted by power plants and cars, oil spills, sludge from coal
mines, street and highway congestion and increased GHG emissions.103 The majority of
monetized damages104 resulting from these negative externalities are due to health damages,
including premature mortality and morbidity, such as chronic bronchitis and asthma.105 Securing
the goal of clean, affordable energy requires smart energy policies that take into account the full
costs (both private and social) of energy.106 Pricing carbon can “promote cost-effective
abatement, deliver powerful innovation incentives, and ameliorate rather than exacerbate
government fiscal problems.”107
Pricing energy to more fully reflect the true costs gives consumers a strong incentive to
make better decisions about their energy consumption and gives firms an incentive to invest in
low-carbon technology and alternate fuels.108 Electricity generated from coal has an estimated
external cost of 70 percent of its market price, while the social cost of petroleum equals about 25
percent of the price of gasoline. In contrast, the external cost of electricity produced from natural
gas equals about 19 percent of its market price. 109 However, “[b]ecause energy is such a large
part of consumer budgets and so central to our advanced economies, people are reluctant to allow
energy prices to reflect the true social costs of energy consumption.”110 Policy makers must
seriously address the market failures associated with energy production and appropriately
account for their external social costs. Recent technological innovations, which have
dramatically expanded U.S. domestic natural gas and oil production, provide a unique
opportunity to reduce emissions by eschewing the most polluting fuels, while lessening
dependence on imported oil.
In 2010, the National Research Council of the National Academies estimated that nonclimate change costs resulting from the production and use of energy in 2005 exceeded $120B,
most of which stemmed from air pollution, particularly emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NO x ),
sulfur dioxide (SO 2 ) and particulate matter (PM), and its effects on health and welfare.111 This
estimate did not include damages the council was unable to quantify, such as damages related to
some pollutants, climate change, ecosystems, infrastructure and security. In 2010, the U.S.
Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon analyzed the social cost of carbon,
which refers to the damages associated with release of an additional ton of CO 2 in the
atmosphere, estimating the central value at $21/ton of CO 2 emissions.112
A variety of options exist to address negative externalities, including taxes, transferrable
pollution allowances (such as those used in cap-and-trade or emission-reduction credit systems),
and command-and-control regulations, such as performance standards and technology-based
standards.113 Market-based approaches such as carbon tax or cap-and-trade114 are the most
effective ways to decrease carbon emissions115 because firms and consumers are in the best
position to make decisions about how they can reduce carbon emissions at the lowest cost.116
Pricing carbon provides a market signal and swift incentive to change behavior.117
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A carbon tax (or trading of emission permits) would create market incentives for the
production of energy-efficient goods and could facilitate phasing out the existing patchwork of
federal energy incentives.118 Taxing energy-related activities which generate negative
externalities is likely to enhance the efficiency of energy tax policy as compared to subsidizing
cleaner energy alternatives, bringing the external costs of hydrocarbons to bear on consumers
and producers avoids the government’s proclivity to “pick winners,” which can result from
granting subsidies to specified sectors within the broader clean energy arena.119 A carbon tax
also provides price certainty to firms that need a predictable environment to make smart
investments in long-lived energy infrastructure.120 Investors continue to wait for Congress to
enact comprehensive climate and energy legislation that would establish long-term certainty for
investment decisions.121 Setting a carbon tax to provide a price floor for carbon will provide
increased certainty to investors in low-carbon technologies.122
Experts have concluded that pricing carbon will be a crucial but insufficient component
of a national climate change response strategy.123 Such a strategy will also need to include well
targeted complementary policies, such as measures to increase energy efficiency and develop
and demonstrate power plants equipped with carbon capture and sequestration (CCS).124
The electricity/power sector merits special focus because it is responsible for
approximately 40 percent of current and projected CO 2 emissions in the U.S.125 and is expected
to yield two-thirds to three-quarters of CO 2 emissions reductions under economy-wide carbon
pricing.126 With the levying of a carbon tax, the power sector would be most significantly
transformed as coal-fired power plants are retrofitted with CCS or replaced with natural gas or
renewables.127 Expansion of natural gas demand for power generation spurred by a carbon price
will increase natural gas production, resulting in more natural gas liquids that can serve as an oil
substitute, thus increasing supply.128
A carbon tax would also decrease demand for oil in the transport sector.129 Many
proposals which would price carbon in the range of $20 per ton of CO 2 emitted appear to result
in an approximate 10-25 cents/gallon increase in prices at the pump, increasing only gradually
over time.130 While this is far below what some noted economists estimate as gasoline’s
$2/gallon negative externality cost,131 it would provide a price signal to more accurately reflect
the true costs of gasoline. A gradually increasing oil or gasoline tax that rose more quickly if oil
prices fell could also temper price volatility, providing a floor on the price which could help to
sustain demand for more fuel-efficient vehicles, including hybrid or plug-in models, even if oil
and gasoline prices moderated from their current levels.132
The downside of a carbon tax is that it raises the average cost of energy for consumers
and firms.133 It is precisely this increase in prices that will lower demand, reduce imported crude
oil, and improve both the U.S. trade deficit and the terms of trade. Policies to reduce domestic
oil demand will also reduce the world oil price and result in lower prices for both imported and
domestic oil.134 Concerns regarding a carbon tax’s impact on the economy and the possibility of
reduced competitiveness require attention. Studies of the estimated impact of both actual and
proposed carbon taxes on economic performance vary widely, but a number indicate that the
impacts may be lower than predicted, given that the “majority of emissions in developed
countries occur in non-traded sectors, such as electricity, transportation, and residential
buildings.”135 Energy-intensive manufacturing firms producing goods competing in international
markets may face competitive pressure to relocate to countries that do not internalize carbon
emissions costs.136 Such firms are likely to advocate for border adjustments, or a tax on imports
equivalent to the implicit tax on the same domestically produced goods, to retain their
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competitiveness.137 Concerns about domestic competitiveness underscore the importance for
coordinated, international action to address shared energy and climate change challenges.
The adoption by British Columbia of a carbon tax in 2008138 has received positive
assessments, both from the 54 percent of residents who support it139 and observers such as The
Economist, saying “British Columbia (BC) has shown the rest of Canada, a country with high
carbon emissions per head, that a carbon tax can achieve multiple benefits at minimal cost.”140
Per capita fuel consumption in BC has fallen more than elsewhere in Canada, 4.5 percent since
the tax’s introduction, while growth is slightly higher than the national average. Additionally,
unemployment is slightly lower. BC residents also enjoy lower income tax rates and businesses
have had time to adjust their carbon use as a result of identifying gradual increases in advance.141
Brookings similarly concluded that the impact of a carbon tax on the U.S. economy would be
minimal. The Brookings analysis considered a combined proposal for a carbon tax beginning at
$30/ton of carbon dioxide equivalent in 2010 (increasing by 5 percent thereafter), coupled with a
tax credit to incentivize energy efficiency.142 The result: an estimated 61 percent reduction in
CO 2 emissions by 2040, with a reduction of GDP growth rates of less than 0.1 percent.143
Carbon taxes have also been levied in several northern European countries (including
Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland) since the 1990s, resulting in substantial variations in
the effective tax per ton of CO 2 , but demonstrating reductions in GHG emissions and generation
of revenues to lower income tax rates and/or fund government expenditure.144 The European
Union (EU) Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), a cap-and-trade system, is the largest carbon
pricing regime, covering approximately 11,500 large downstream emitters.145 The EU extended
its ETS system to the aviation sector in 2012,146 triggering complaints and legal challenges by
other nations objecting to application of the EU ETS provisions to international carriers flying to
and from EU airports. Australia has also moved to price carbon, adopting a carbon tax on the
500 largest polluters in the country, slated for implementation in July 2012. The expansion of
international carbon pricing systems appears likely to trigger more clashes between those
jurisdictions currently imposing a price on carbon and those that do not.
Recycling Revenues Can Spur Innovation and Lower the Costs of a Carbon Tax
“Efficient use of carbon tax revenues can substantially lower the cost of any climate
policy.”147 The revenue generated by a carbon tax would largely be a fiscal transfer from firms
and consumers to the government.148 Revenue recycling could play a number of important roles,
including supporting complementary efforts, e.g. funding research and development and energy
efficiency; reducing the financial burden of carbon pricing on low-income groups, for whom
energy costs represent a higher proportion of household income; reducing distortionary taxes on
factors of production, or reducing the current budget deficit.149 Analysis indicates that the
advantages of a carbon tax over other policy instruments, including more limited sector
approaches, depends heavily on recycling revenues to reduce distortionary taxes in order to
capture efficiency gains.150
Advancing technological innovation was the focus of a recent joint report by a group of
scholars from the American Enterprise Institute, Brookings Institution and the Breakthrough
Institute.151 The proposal would channel potential funding sources, including modestly increased
royalties for oil and gas production, a small fee on imported oil, a small surcharge on electricity
sales, and/or dedicated revenues from a very small carbon price of $4-$5 per ton of CO 2 to fund
$25B/year in investments into a reformed energy innovation system, while reforming existing
energy subsidies and expanding ARPA-E efforts to procure and demonstrate cutting-edge energy
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technologies.152 Using revenue from a carbon tax to cut marginal income taxes or payroll labor
taxes could also improve competitiveness by offsetting higher energy costs with lower labor
costs, stimulating economic activity and reducing the risk of firm relocation to jurisdictions with
lower energy costs.
Policy Option
The U.S. should introduce a carbon tax, which phases in gradually, beginning at $15/ton
of net CO 2 emissions equivalent in 2015, increasing annually by $1 until it reaches $30, and
adjusted for inflation thereafter. The tax should generally be levied on “upstream”153 fossil fuel
suppliers to facilitate administrative efficiency,154 though a “downstream” approach may be
preferable for power plants, which already monitor CO 2 emissions in accordance with
Environmental Protection Agency regulations and could have a greater incentive to deploy CCS
technology if their emissions were directly subject to the tax.155 Revenues from the tax, which
could reach approximately $80B by 2016,156 should primarily be used to reduce distortionary
payroll and/or marginal income taxes for individuals and corporations. A modest portion of the
revenues (no more than 20 percent), should fund the following complementary policies:
increasing research, development and demonstration of innovative energy technology, including
CCS, and providing energy efficiency tax incentives that will provide low marginal cost, nearterm reductions in carbon emissions.157
The U.S. should leverage such a significant domestic policy initiative to actively engage
other major emitters to broaden coordinated, international efforts to address the global challenge
of climate change. Concurrently, the U.S. should expand international energy policy and
technology cooperation to improve the stability and reliability of global oil markets and
accelerate development and deployment of technology to expand global energy supplies,
including cleaner energy alternatives.158
Conclusion
Given the nation’s current fiscal crisis, there is no fiscal space to incentivize a transition
to cleaner, more sustainable forms of energy by relying solely on continuing subsidies and tax
credits. The U.S. must unleash market forces to provide the powerful price signals needed to
spur needed, cost-effective changes in the nation’s energy production and consumption patterns,
promote technological innovation, especially in cleaner, more sustainable forms of energy, and
develop a more resilient economy less vulnerable to oil shocks. The introduction of a relatively
low, but gradually increasing carbon price now will immediately incentivize the diversification
of the U.S. energy supply footprint and can also provide a “least regrets” option regarding the
risks of serious climate change impacts largely ignored by current U.S. energy policy. Further
delay in leveling the playing field for cleaner sources of energy risks more difficult and costly
decisions in the future. The time to begin building a more secure, resilient and sustainable
national energy policy is now.

POLICY OPTION RECOMMENDATION
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The option to price carbon, through the enactment of a carbon tax, offers the best path to
generate the supply diversity required to guarantee energy security. Pricing carbon allows
alternate energy sources to compete on a level playing field and mitigates the negative
externalities associated with fossil fuels. The U.S. has traditionally been a market leader in
energy, playing a central role by innovating new technologies and bringing those innovations to
consumers. Appropriately pricing carbon emissions will allow the U.S. to reassert global
leadership by incentivizing firms to aggressively innovate and lead the world in alternative
energy solutions.
Each option presented has individual elements that should be pursued as part of a
comprehensive energy plan. However, the option to price carbon is the most strategic as it
economically solves the problem of attaining energy diversity and gracefully allows parallel
pursuit of complementary approaches found in the other options. For example, the study group
endorses an expansion of nuclear power capacity in the U.S. and also endorses the mandate for
flex fuels in the transportation sector. These elements are also more likely to be adopted as a
result of a tax on carbon because of their low carbon footprint compared to the status quo. By
pricing carbon and implementing complementary policies to encourage cost reduction and
adoption of new technologies, the U.S. can achieve a greater degree of energy diversity, retain
the advantages of market competition and enhance national security.159 Legislating a carbon tax
that is implemented gradually and fairly across the board will provide certainty in energy
markets and allow U.S. firms to plan confidently in an increasingly competitive global business
market. A carbon tax that is used to offset corporate and consumer taxes while increasing
funding for R&D will induce more effective public-private partnerships and account for the
social costs of energy production while minimizing impact to the economy.
Finally, a successful carbon tax would be temporary. Fossil fuels will continue to
dominate the energy industry for many years, but resources are finite and increases to proven
reserves, driven by technology, will eventually flatten and reverse. By strategically diversifying
the U.S. energy footprint, a mature market for fossil fuel substitutes will be available when fossil
fuel resources hit their eventual peak and commodity prices skyrocket. The energy security of
the U.S. in 2050 demands a diverse energy supply that is resistant to global prices shocks and
flexible in the face of future global instability.
CONCLUSION
The challenge to adopt a vision for energy security and diversity has been demonstrated
by the inability to significantly change America’s energy footprint over the last 40 years. This
report defines the current U.S. Energy Industry, describes energy challenges and calls for the
development of a federal energy policy. Three policy options were offered as a means to
establish a centerpiece for a more directed federal energy policy. All three options have value
and portions of each can be used in a complementary manner. If only one of the three policy
options could be implemented; then a tax on carbon appears most compelling. In order to assert
global leadership and enhance energy security, the United States Federal Government must take
advantage of the current window of opportunity afforded by recent technological breakthroughs
in domestic energy production and move purposefully to marshal public opinion and the
necessary resources to achieve a comprehensive energy strategy.
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